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Abstract 
The main distinction between this paper and traditional approach is the as-
sumption that variables affect the economy through different horizons. Under 
this alternative hypothesis, a variable considered as an unimportant detail 
from a short-horizon perspective may become an essential factor in a long- 
horizon standpoint, this paper, therefore, suggests selecting variables specific 
to the horizon. My findings confirm that a model that allows the variables 
particular to the horizon has a lower Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion 
(SBIC) value than a model that does not. My outcomes also show that the 
vector autoregression (VAR) model in general forecasts poorly compared with 
my approach. Likewise, I contribute to the literature by setting predictions 
equal to the sample mean as a benchmark and showing that the out-of-sample 
forecasts of the VAR model with lag length higher than one fail to outperform 
the sample mean. Additionally, I select principal components derived from 
190 different time series to forecast a time series as the time horizon varies. 
Again, the results show that some of the principal components may be more 
important at some horizons than at others, thus I suggest selecting the prin-
cipal components in a factor-augmented VAR (FAVAR) model specific to the 
horizon. According to above results, I conclude that long-horizon and deep- 
rooted economic problems cannot be fixed with short-horizon and surface- 
level interventions. I also reach my argument via simulation. 
 

Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

The standard practice in vector autoregression (VAR) modeling is to select the 
lag length and variables to be included using a one-step-ahead model. That mo- 
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del is then applied to make forecasts for all time horizons. This is considered op-
timal if the one-step-ahead model, including the distribution of the error term, is 
correctly specified. Nevertheless, it is well-known in the forecasting literature 
that this procedure may not be optimal in practice. 

The papers in the literature review provide the theoretical background of how 
different time series may affect the economy over multiple time scales. Given the 
possibility that variables may affect the economy through various time spans, we 
likely need to include different variables into different-step-ahead forecasting 
models as the forecasting horizon increases because it is infeasible to accommo-
date all key variables corresponding to their own horizons in a traditional one- 
step-ahead model. The new assumption raises the question of whether the 
common practice of the VAR model using the same variables at all horizons is 
appropriate. It is straightforward to test this doubt without making any strong 
assumption. 

My primary goal in this paper is to determine whether a model allowing dif-
ferent variables specific to a given horizon has a lower Schwarz Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (SBIC) value than a model that does not. I also would like to 
gauge if a multiple-step-ahead model in which variables are selected corres-
ponding to their horizons has a lower out-of-sample mean squared error (MSE) 
ratio by iterated forecasts than the standard VAR model. Does a model allowing 
different variables specific to the horizon have a lower out-of-sample MSE than a 
model which does not? 

Furthermore, for a factor model, conventional methods focus on selecting the 
principal components from the front to be modeled. Nevertheless, they ignore 
the possibility that the selected principal components may vary as the corres-
ponding horizon differs. I make use of 190 different time series to calculate the 
principal components and then select the optimal principal components to fore-
cast a single time series, one by one, specific to a given horizon. I check whether 
a model allowing different principal components specific to the horizon has a 
lower out-of-sample MSE by direct forecasts than a model that does not. Do the 
principal components at the end have lower out-of-sample MSEs than the prin-
cipal components in the front if we allow the horizon to differ? As I shall argue, I 
find my assumption more appealing than the conventional assumption that va-
riables should be same for all horizons. 

I contribute to the literature in four ways:  
• This paper constructs a novel framework providing a systematic way to select 

variables specific to the horizon, with fewer coefficients than a VAR model. I 
demonstrate that variables should be modeled specific to the horizon. In-
cluding all variables in a one-step-ahead model is not sufficient to resolve the 
question of the relative importance of different variables which may change 
as the horizon varies.  

• I also set the sample mean as a benchmark to judge the forecasting perfor-
mance of VAR models and find that it is better to make forecasts by the sam-
ple mean than traditional VAR models with lags longer than one. I demon-
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strate that the one-step-ahead VAR model forecasts GDP poorly during re-
cessions relative to the multi-step-ahead models I select. This in turn indi-
cates that the model which allows variables specific to the horizon enhance 
the predictive ability of the VAR model using out-of-sample forecasts.  

• My results indicate that we should reselect principal components as the time 
horizon changes. The principal components from the front do not necessarily 
forecast better than the principal components from the end as the time hori-
zon varies.  

• Finally, the selection results are done to see if the same problem plagues fac-
tor-augmented VAR (FAVAR) models. The FAVAR model is considered to 
include information on all variables using a few factors. My results suggest 
that since some of the principal components may be more important at some 
horizons than at others, we have to select the principal components in a 
FAVAR model specifically to the horizon.  

A potential criticism of my approach is that I will arbitrarily select some va-
riables by some criterion through computer programs. Since my primary focus is 
to demonstrate that the variables in forecasting models will change as the hori-
zon changes, it is clearly the case that the variables are same for all time horizons 
if my selected results will be same for all horizons. Otherwise, if any variable 
changes with the time horizon, it is possible to show that the importance of va-
riables may depend on the exact horizon. The selected forecasting models 
through computer programs need further regression analysis. I do not consider 
that this limitation to be overly problematic. I am rather interested in verifying 
the possibility that variables vary as horizon changes, as opposed to explaining it. 
In other words, I try to prove that we should build scale-wise models with va-
riables specific to the horizon rather than actually build a theoretical model by 
computers in this paper. 

Additionally, as Box (1979) [1] noted, “All models are false, but some are use-
ful.” Stock and Watson (1999) [2] mention that even if the model is misspecified, 
it may still produce reasonable one-period-ahead forecasts. In this paper, I claim 
that forecasts derived by iterating forward multi-step-ahead projects with va-
riables selected in the multi-step-ahead model may enable us to improve the 
forecast accuracy of some time series during recessions, even though these va-
riables may be ignored by traditional one-step-ahead model analysis. Even 
though the omitted variables in the error term that affect the economy directly 
through other horizons may be correlated with the variables on the right-hand 
side (R.H.S.) of a model1, I claim that my approach may be appropriate insofar 
as selecting forecasting models for recessions relative to the conventional mod-
els. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a lite-
rature review in support of my assumption that variables in a model may not be 
the same for all horizons. Section 3 outlines my novel methodology and Section 
4 conducts a small simulation experiment to determine the probability that my 
argument is spurious. Section 5 compares my results with the out-of-sample 

 

 

1See Lv (2017) [3]. 
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forecasts of an SVAR model, while section 6 analyzes the selected forecasting 
models with principal components. To provide further empirical evidence, I inves-
tigate the forecasts of US real GDP and the inflation rate during recessions and dis-
cuss the implications of the results. Concluding comments and directions for future 
research are given in Section 7. The Appendix summarizes the data sources. 

2. Literature Review 

Since Sims (1980) [4], Doan et al. (1984) [5], Littlerman (1986a) [6], the VAR 
model has become a useful tool for making out-of-sample forecasts in macroe-
conomics, which approximately captures the coefficients of multiple variables in 
a one-step-ahead model and predicts the fluctuations of variables in the future. 
VAR models tend to suffer from over-parameterization and problematic predic-
tions by caused by an excess of free insignificant parameters. Shrinkage methods 
have been proposed to resolve this problem of VAR modelling, like variable se-
lection, factor models (Stock and Watson, 2005) [7], FAVAR models (Bernanke 
et al., 2004) [8] and so on. For variable selection, traditional methods focus on 
which—and how many—variables to include in the model from the candidate 
variables nevertheless ignore the possibility that selected variables may vary as 
the corresponding horizon differs. The same problem may also plague factor 
models and FAVAR models. Models, especially for macroeconomic models, will 
always omit variables. The key, however, is knowing if the omitted variables are 
important and how they are going to impact our models. By selecting the va-
riables specific to the horizon, I try to include the important variables in each 
horizon to decrease free insignificant parameters. 

The assumption that variables should be the same for all horizons is in fact 
almost always subject to serious challenges such as variance decomposition evi-
dence and so on. Despite this, the poor forecasting performance of VAR models 
has not been attributed to the characteristics of variable variation across hori-
zons. For example, Friedman (1961) [9] advocates that for the eighteen non-war 
business cycles since 1870, monetary policy affects economic conditions only af-
ter a lag which is long and variable. 

Likewise, Blanchard and Quah (1989) [10] appeal to an analogous argument 
regarding that some variables are more important at some horizons than at oth-
ers. When they check the forecast error variance decompositions of output at 
multiple horizons, they find that the contribution of demand disturbances to 
output is above 80% before the 8th forecast period, while it drops sharply to 39.3 
after 40 periods. This indicates a decline of the contribution of demand distur-
bances in explaining the movements of the output. At the same time, the con-
tribution of supply disturbances to output increases over time. They point out 
that demand disturbances have a hump-shaped effect on output, which disap-
pears after about two years, while supply disturbances have a continually in-
creasing effect on the output which reaching a plateau after five years. Their 
findings are consistent with my argument that the supply and demand shocks 
may play important roles in explaining output at different horizons. If we focus 
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only on the short-horizon evidence, we may make use of only demand interven-
tions to analyze in the model, and many variables affecting output persistently 
and strongly in some long horizons may be ignored. 

Kilian (2009a) [11] initially identifies oil-specific demand shocks and oil 
supply shocks. He postulates that global oil production does not response to oil 
demand shocks contemporarily based on costs to adjusting production and 
anecdotal evidence on OPEC production decisions. Furthermore, his model im-
poses a delay restriction on feedback from fluctuations in the real price of oil to 
global real activity. Kilian rules out instantaneous feedback within the month. 
His delay restrictions advocate that not all variable will affect other variables in 
the economy immediately. Lippi and Nobili (2009) [12] implement a closely re-
lated approach to decompose oil demand and oil supply shocks. In their Table 3, 
they provide compelling evidence that the US aggregate demand shocks explains 
the largest share at the short horizons (1 - 6 months) and its role becomes small-
er than the role of US aggregate supply shocks at all subsequent horizons. The 
variance decomposition part of an extensive number of studies on identifying 
different kinds of shocks explores the idea that the variables considered to play 
essential roles swing over different time horizons. 

Cassou and Vázquez (2012) [13] contribute to the VAR literature that the 
well-known lead and lag patterns between output and inflation arise mostly over 
medium-term forecast horizons.  

These papers provide evidence for my assumption that variables do not nec-
essarily require a relationship through one-step ahead, which is the foundational 
principle behind the approach outlined in the following section. 

3. Methodology 

In the usual approach to making multi-step-ahead forecasts, economists select a 
one-step-ahead VAR model and use the same VAR model to make forecasts 
multi-step ahead. Researchers typically proceed as if they are absolutely certain 
that the variables are same for all forecasting horizons while having no useful 
information about another perspective that the substantial contributions of a va-
riable may change as horizon differs. Though the approach implementing the 
same variables for all horizons is extremely prevalent in the literature, this paper 
selects macroeconomic variables and lag lengths in the multiple-step-ahead VAR 
model using a criterion specific to the horizon, which is mostly disregarded in 
mainstream discussion. 

Equation (1) displays one equation in my multiple-step-ahead VAR mod-
el. Each equation has a single variable on the left-hand side, denoted as 

t sy + . Other variables on the right hand side (R.H.S.) as explanatory va-
riables, denoted as t iX − . Equation (1) regresses a multi-period-ahead value 
of a predicted variable on its past values and the past values of other expla-
natory variables selected by the lowest SBIC. This criterion is recommended 
by Diebold (2015) [14] as it is based on the full sample data. I employ the 
following forecast equation: 
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where t sy +  is the dependent variable we want to forecast s steps ahead for h 
different forecast horizons. t iy −  is the thi  lag of the left-hand-side variable, 

t iX −  is a vector of explanatory variables for each lag i, and the number of de-
terministic variables in X is N. P denotes the number of lags, with a limit of 

12P ≤  in this paper. sα  is the constant in the s-step-ahead forecasting equation, 
1s

iβ
+  denotes the matrix of parameters corresponding to the thi  lag of N variables 

in t iX − , and s
t sε +  is the forecast error term of this s-step-ahead equation. 

I will use Equation (1) to reselect variables in X from all combinations of va-
riables, and lag length by SBIC. The lag length P, variables in X, and the number 
of variables N need not be same across different horizons. 

For instance, I have m variables: 1 2, ,x x  , and mx . To select the variables 
and lag length in the model for s steps ahead, I can proceed in the following 
steps:  
1) In step one, for the s-step-ahead forecasting model with one variable in X in 

Equation (1): 
a) First, I regress the s-horizon-ahead value of the variable, t sy + , on its past 

value 1ty −  and the past value 1, 1tx − , with the lag length equal to one. I esti-
mate this equation to calculate the SBIC.  

b) Second, I use the same variable 1x , whereas change the lag length P in Equa-
tion (1) from one to two and so on, finally to twelve to get twelve SBICs in 
total.  

c) Third, I use another variable 2x , with lag length from one to twelve to get 
twelve SBICs. SBICs are then estimated. And the final SBICs with only one 
variable in X are estimated from regressions of t sy +  on its past values, and 
the past values of the last variable mx , with the lag length from one to 
twelve. The total number of SBICs for only one variable in X is thus 12m.  

2) In step two, for two variables in X, I regress t sy +  on its past values and the 
past values of any combination from all combinations of two variables in X, 
with the lag length from one to twelve. I then get ( )6 ! 2 !m m −  SBICs.  

… 
3) In step m, for all m variables in X, the last SBICs are calculated from regres-

sions of t sy +  on its past values and past values of all m variables, with a lag 
length P from 1 to 12.  

After I collect all SBICs for all combinations of variables for Horizon s, I select 
the most favorable model by the lowest SBIC. Further, I reselect the variables 
and lag length by changing horizons. Finally, I can compare the SBIC outcomes 
for different time horizons and check if the selected variables change as the time 
horizon changes. 

Briefly, the coefficients of the unselected variables are set to zero derived by 
data set automatically. This means that some variables may not have a substan-
tial contribution in some horizons. I set the sample mean as the out-of-sample 
forecasting benchmark. 
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4. Simulation Evidence 

I use simulation to argue that under my assumption, we need to include differ-
ent variables in the model corresponding to different horizons. It is a basic tenet 
that the only relevant information for output now is localized in the short run, 
and no valuable gain is obtained by instead directly incorporating long-horizon 
information and coefficients estimated from the long horizon models, and we 
can use the variables selected one-step ahead to mechanically infer the dynamics 
of the dependent variable through forward aggregation by these same variables 
for all horizons. The simulation process tries to show that if the data generation 
process (DGP) is such that two shocks affect the economy differently at different 
horizons, the SBIC of a model that allowing the variables to change at each ho-
rizon will be lower than when the variables do not change at each horizon. In 
such a case, mechanically generating the dynamics of the dependent variable 
through forward aggregation of the selected variables one-step ahead will miss 
the effect of the variables that affect the dependent variable over long horizons2. 

First, I assume that there are two types of shocks, each uncorrelated with the 
other. They affect the economy through different horizons. I interpret the dis-
turbances that affect output y  in horizon 0 : 6h =  as being demand distur-
bances, and those only affect output y  in horizon 14 : 20h =  as supply dis-
turbances. The effect of demand disturbances on y  can change to be negative 
in 4 : 6h = . Moreover, the supply disturbances are assumed to have a lower 
frequency than demand disturbances. The function is as following: 

, , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5

, 6 , 14 , 16 , 18 , 20

0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2

  0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
t D t D t D t D t D t D t

D t S t S t S t S t

y e e e e e e

e e e e e
− − − − −

− − − − −

= + + + − −

− + + + +
     (2) 

While ( ), ,, 0,1D t S te e N . I also postulate that the demand variable tu  and 
the supply variable tz  are affected by the demand shocks and the supply 
shocks, respectively: 

, , 10.4 0.2t D t D tu e e −= +                       (3) 

, , 10.4 0.2t S t S tz e e −= +                       (4) 

To simulate data, I first draw 500 normally distributed random values for each 
type of shocks and use the above functions to calculate ty , tu , and tz . Then I 
select the variables and lag length ( 12≤ ) from all combinations of variables to 
forecast output ty  using Equation (1) by SBIC in each horizon. Then I repeat 
the above process 1000 times and count the number of u , z , and both u  and 
z  which are selected in each horizon. 

Table 1 shows the times of the selected variables to forecast y from all combi-
nations of variables u  and z  by the lowest SBIC (denote by X in Equation 
(1)) at each horizon after performing 1000 simulations. The corresponding time 
horizon, the times of u , z , and both u  and z  which are selected at this ho-
rizon are listed in column 1 to 4, respectively. I set the selected lag length p for 
the selected variables less or equal to 12. For the results of Table 1, the demand 

 

 

2See Lv (2017) [15]. 
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Table 1. Selected variables specific to the horizon (out of 1000 times). 

Horizon 
Demand Variable 

(u) 
Supply Variable 

(z) 
Both 
(u, z) 

h = 1 1000 0 0 

h = 2 999 0 1 

h = 3 292 0 708 

h = 4 235 0 765 

h = 5 22 965 13 

h = 6 1 999 0 

h = 7 - 15 0 1000 0 

h = 16 0 998 2 

h = 17 45 954 1 

h = 18 0 994 6 

h = 19 308 690 2 

h = 20 122 875 3 

 
variable u  will always be selected in my one-step-ahead forecasting model, 
while for the two-step ahead, the demand variable u  is included in the fore-
casting model 999 times out of 1000. However, for a three-step-ahead model, the 
probability of u  to be selected is 29.2% and 70.8% is for both u  and z . For 
horizons longer than four, the supply variable has a higher probability to be se-
lected for forecasting output than the demand variable.  

According to the simulation results, I show that we may need to include dif-
ferent variables in the forecasting model corresponding to different horizons if 
different shocks affect the economy through different horizons. If the supply va-
riable z  caused the recessions through long horizons, it is unlikely to use the 
selected variable u  from the near term to forecast y  during the recessions. 
According to Equation (2), even though the demand increases can be used to 
stimulate y  in the short term, it may also negatively impact output in the long 
term. Moreover, we cannot fix the problems in z  by increasing u . Maximiz-
ing output y  by investing on the demand variable u  based on the one-step- 
ahead evidence may decrease investment in the supply variable z  and limit the 
potential growth of GDP in the long run. In other words, chasing short-horizon 
benefits and solutions instead of more difficult long-term solutions may actually 
cause recessions.  

Finally, the crucial logic from u  to y  over short horizons may be substi-
tuted by the logic from z  to y  as the time horizon changes. As I add more 
factors to the system, it may be harder to identify the crucial logic. Hence, I ar-
gue that we should reveal the importance of the long-horizon factors through 
long-horizon models, combine the crucial logic from different horizons to eva-
luate the effects of a shock, and pursue a healthy economy in the long run.  

5. Application to the Small Data Set 

Christiano et al. (CEE, 2005) [16] construct a model with a moderate degree of 
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nominal rigidities that prevent a sharp rise in marginal costs, generating inertial 
inflation and persistent output movements after an expansionary shock to mon-
etary policy. 

The goal of this section is to use empirical evidence from the multiple-step- 
ahead model to answer the question: Does a multiple-step-ahead model in which 
variables are selected corresponding to its horizon has a lower out-of-sample 
MSE than the VAR model? I focus on the comparison of the out-of-sample 
forecasts from my approach to that of the best VAR which include the same va-
riables at all horizons. I will first briefly summarize the CEE methodology. 

The form of the CEE model is as follows: 

0 1 1t t p t p tS k B S B S C ε− −= + + + + ×
                (5) 

tS  contains nine quarterly series. The lag length p of the model is set to 4. 
The order of variables is real gross domestic product (GDP), real consumption 
(RPCE), the GDP deflator (GDPDEF), real investment (INVEST), the real wage 
(WAGE), labor productivity (PROD), the federal funds rate (FEDFUNDS), real 
profits (PROFIT) and the growth rate of M2 (M2). 

The matrix C is taken to be lower triangular with ones along the principal di-
agonal. It implies that the variables, except real profits and M2 growth rate, will 
not respond instantaneously to monetary policy innovations. 

All estimates reported in this paper are based on the original dataset from 
1965Q3-1995Q2 in CEE (2005) [16]3. All data can be downloaded from the Fed-
eral Reserve Economic Database (FRED) provided by the Federal Reserve Bank 
of St. Louis. Real GDP, the real consumption, real investment, the real wage, la-
bor productivity, and real profits are measured as 100 times the natural loga-
rithm of the original data. The federal funds rate is expressed as annualized per-
centage points. Inflation is 100 times the natural logarithm of the ratio of the in-
dexes for tCPI  and 1tCPI − . Money growth M2 is the first difference of 100 
times the natural logarithm of the original data. The first eight transformed va-
riables are still not stationary, I use the first difference of these variables, and 
leave the money growth of M2 alone. 

One way to gauge whether my approach enhances the predictability of the 
VAR model is through the evaluation of out-of-sample forecasts, which divides 
the dataset into two subsamples. My estimation period is 1965Q3 to 1982Q4, 
and the remaining data from 1983Q1 to 1995Q2 is set aside for evaluating the 
forecast performance. To assess the out-of-sample forecast performance, I em-
ploy the out-of-sample MSE ratio. 

First, I set the out-of-sample forecasting benchmark. Since all data are now 
stationary, I calculate the mean of each variable from 1965Q3 to 1982Q4. I set 
this mean as the values of the corresponding variable from 1983Q1 to 1995Q2. I 
use the mean squared differences between the sample mean and real data as the 
benchmark. If a model provides a higher out-of-sample MSE than this bench-
mark, I consider using the mean of the sample rather than such model to make 

 

 

3The data are provided by Martin Eichenbaum. 
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forecasts. 
I use the in-sample data to estimate the coefficients of the CEE model and ob-

tain the one-step-ahead out-of-sample forecasts from a recursive forecasting 
scheme as shown below. I recursively iterate on the estimated VAR model using 
observations at 1982Q4-p for the first forecast and at 1995Q1-p for the last fore-
casts, where p is the selected lag length of the model. To complete my analysis, I 
also change the lag length of the CEE model and compare the out-of-sample 
MSEs of VAR models with different lag lengths. 

I begin by looking at the MSE results of the selected VAR models with differ-
ent lags in Table 1. The first row lists the mean squared difference between the 
sample mean for the period from 1965Q3 to 1982Q4 and the real data from 
1983Q1 to 1995Q2 for each variable as the benchmark. The maximum lag length 
I set is in the 2nd column, and the best lag length selected by AIC is listed in the 
3rd column. For a maximum lag length of 1, 2, or 3, the selected lag length 
equals 1. From the outcomes of Table 2, if we set the maximum lag length is 6, 
the best lag length selected by AIC is 6 rather than 1. Nevertheless, the forecast 
using the model with one lag outperforms the model with longer lags. 

To construct the multiple-step-ahead model by my approach for a single ho-
rizon, I use the same sample period from 1965Q3 to 1982Q4 to select explanato-
ry variables and lag length specific to the horizon. Then forecasts for 1 to 50 
quarters in the future are generated using a recursive updating scheme. That is, 
for a single horizon h = 1, the forecasts for 1983Q1 are based on the data up to 
1982Q4. Next, I add the forecasts to the data, use the same coefficients and cal-
culate forecasts for 1983Q2 based on data up to 1983Q1 and so on. In other 
words, I will recursively iterate on the estimated model with constant estimated 
coefficients from each horizon to calculate the out-of-sample forecasts. Further, 
I can compare the forecasting performance of the VAR(1) model to the predic-
tions of multiple-step-ahead models with variables particular to that horizon. 

Table 3 reports the selection results. Instead of reporting the selected variables 
for all horizons, I only report the selected results in the horizon h = 1:2. The 
outcomes from all horizons demonstrate that the procedure which allows va-
riables to change specific to the horizon has a lower SBIC than the VAR model. I 
would like to point out that the GDP deflator has not been selected in my 
one-step-ahead model, whereas modeled in the two-step-ahead model. 

Table 4 reports the out-of-sample MSE for the VAR model with one lag in the 
second row and the out-of-sample MSE relative to my selected one-step ahead  

 
Table 2. The out-of-sample MSEs of the VAR models (1983Q1-1995Q2). 

Max p Selected p GDP RPCE GDPDEF INVEST WAGE PROD FEDFUNDS PROFIT M2 

Benchmark 0.378 0.156 0.066 3.502 0.131 0.334 0.381 46.104 1.625 

Lag 1 - 3 Lag = 1 0.338 0.155 0.075 3.150 0.133 0.358 0.384 43.059 1.608 

lag 4 lag = 4 0.465 0.233 0.092 3.177 0.286 0.484 0.863 51.692 1.823 

lag 5 lag = 5 0.507 0.249 0.109 3.273 0.315 0.651 1.175 49.865 2.224 

lag 6 lag = 6 9.321 2.706 0.425 62.768 2.320 3.364 13.529 352.262 4.084 
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Table 3. Selected multiple-step-ahead models by my approach. 

Dependent Variables Variables on R.H.S   Lag p SIC 

HORIZON ONE (h = 1)     

GDP RPCE M2  1 198 

RPCE FEDFUNDS   2 105 

GDPDEF GDP INVEST WAGE 12 80 

INVEST RPCE FEDFUNDS PROFIT 12 284 

WAGE GDP INVEST PROFIT 12 68 

PROD GDP FEDFUNDS FEDFUNDS 1 170 

FEDFUNDS INVEST PROD M2 12 224 

PROFIT INVEST WAGE FEDFUNDS 12 415 

M2 PROD FEDFUNDS PROFIT 12 119 

HORIZON TWO (h = 2)     

GDP GDPDEF FEDFUNDS PROFIT 12 170 

RPCE GDP FEDFUNDS M2 12 90 

GDPDEF GDP INVEST WAGE 12 107 

INVEST GDP FEDFUNDS M2 12 286 

WAGE GDP INVEST FEDFUNDS 12 81 

PROD GDPDEF FEDFUNDS PROFIT 12 163 

FEDFUNDS RPCE INVEST PROFIT 12 212 

PROFIT GDPDEF INVEST FEDFUNDS 12 398 

M2 RPCE GDPDEF FEDFUNDS 12 148 

 
Table 4. The out-of-sample MSEs of the selected models with constant coefficients (1983Q1-1995Q2). 

Model Max lags GDP RPCE GDPDEF INVEST WAGE PROD FEDFUNDS PROFIT M2 

Benchmark mean 0.378 0.156 0.066 3.502 0.131 0.334 0.381 46.104 1.625 

VAR 1 0.338 0.155 0.075 3.150 0.133 0.358 0.384 43.059 1.608 

My Method (h = 1) 1 0.335 0.153 0.067 3.119 0.133 0.353 0.376 43.414 1.614 

(min)  0.335 0.151 0.063 3.119 0.103 0.311 0.370 43.414 1.072 

(h = 1) 2 0.337 0.155 0.067 3.136 0.132 0.355 0.373 42.662 1.622 

(min)  0.337 0.154 0.067 2.878 0.106 0.326 0.358 40.891 1.293 

(h = 1) 3 0.337 0.155 0.067 3.136 0.132 0.355 0.373 41.794 1.622 

(min)  0.337 0.151 0.063 2.423 0.103 0.311 0.370 41.794 1.403 

(h = 1) 4 0.337 0.155 0.067 3.136 0.132 0.355 0.373 41.794 1.622 

(min)  0.337 0.151 0.063 2.423 0.103 0.311 0.368 41.794 1.514 

(h = 1) 5 0.310 0.143 0.068 2.774 0.151 0.343 0.394 45.940 1.716 

(min)  0.310 0.143 0.067 2.407 0.111 0.326 0.356 40.083 1.456 

(h = 1) 6 0.310 0.143 0.068 2.774 0.151 0.343 0.394 52.262 1.716 

(min)  0.310 0.143 0.067 2.565 0.137 0.326 0.393 40.842 0.934 
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model by imposing all variables on the R.H.S. with only one lag in the third row. 
Since I suggest that different variables may affect the economy over different 

horizons, a one-step-ahead model may not be the best model for predicting re-
cessions. I also use my models from 1st-50th step ahead to make forecasts, respec-
tively, and get the out-of-sample MSEs for each step ahead equation. The fourth 
row demonstrates the lowest MSE from 1-to-50 step ahead models. I change the 
lag length of my model from one to four to reselect variables and get the fore-
casting results. From the evidence in Table 4, the VAR model fails to improve 
on the benchmark for GDPDEF, the real wage, the labor productivity, and the 
federal funds rate. 

Turning to the multiple-step-ahead model with different variables, the mul-
tiple-step-ahead model selected by my approach outperforms the benchmark. 
The minimum MSE in terms of investment is 2.423, much lower than 3.502, in-
dicating that using variables corresponding to the horizon is vital to enhance the 
forecasting ability of economic models. Most notably, for forecasting the GDP 
deflator, real wage, or real productivity, a one-step-ahead model forecasts poorly 
relative to the benchmark regardless of how many lags were used. Multiple-step- 
ahead models yield substantive gains to making forecasts. 

Stock and Watson (1996) [17] discuss the instability of the VAR system and 
suggest forecasting by allowing parameters to change. In accordance with this 
concern, I recursively iterate on the estimated model with varying coefficients 
from each horizon to calculate the out-of-sample forecasts. That is, to demon-
strate, I add the forecasts to the data, reestimate the coefficients with the newly 
forecasted data and calculate forecasts for 1983Q2 based on data up to 1983Q1 
and so on. The out-of-sample MSE results of my method, which allows the va-
rying coefficients, are displayed in Table 5. It appears that allowing the changes 
in coefficients does not necessarily improve the out-of-sample forecasts if we al-
low variables specific to the horizon. 

In summary, the iterated forecasting results of the VAR models with variables 
specific to its equation horizons dominate the forecasts from a VAR model with 
same variables for all horizons. I turn next to the principal components on the 
large data set. 

6. Application to the Large Data Set 

In this section, I forecast a single time series, US real GDP, by selecting principal 
components specific to the horizon and investigate whether that the selected 
principal components by the SBIC change as time horizon changes. The empiri-
cal evidence appears to favor the hypothesis that different principal components 
should be used to construct forecasts in different time horizons. Traditional 
methods, which postulate that principal components are the same for all time 
horizons, is not appropriate. 

Moreover, comparison of the optimal principal components over different 
time horizons, in contrast with the assumption of a large body of literature that 
the principal components from the front are more important in making forecasts  
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Table 5. The out-of-sample MSEs of the selected models with varying coefficients (1983Q1-1995Q2). 

Model Max lags GDP RPCE GDPDEF INVEST WAGE PROD FEDFUNDS PROFIT M2 

Benchmark mean 0.378 0.156 0.066 3.502 0.131 0.334 0.381 46.104 1.625 

VAR 1 0.338 0.155 0.075 3.150 0.133 0.358 0.384 43.059 1.608 

My Method(h = 1) 1 0.335 0.153 0.067 3.119 0.133 0.353 0.376 43.414 1.614 

(min)  0.335 0.151 0.063 3.119 0.103 0.311 0.370 43.414 1.072 

(h = 1) 2 0.337 0.155 0.067 3.136 0.132 0.355 0.373 42.662 1.622 

(min)  0.337 0.151 0.063 2.824 0.103 0.311 0.370 42.662 1.399 

(h = 1) 3 0.337 0.155 0.067 3.136 0.132 0.355 0.373 41.794 1.622 

(min)  0.337 0.151 0.063 2.423 0.103 0.311 0.370 41.794 1.403 

(h = 1) 4 0.337 0.155 0.067 3.136 0.132 0.355 0.373 41.794 1.622 

(min)  0.337 0.151 0.063 2.423 0.103 0.311 0.368 41.794 1.514 

(h = 1) 5 0.310 0.143 0.068 2.774 0.151 0.343 0.394 45.940 1.716 

(min)  0.310 0.143 0.067 2.407 0.111 0.326 0.356 40.083 1.456 

(h = 1) 6 0.310 0.143 0.068 2.774 0.151 0.343 0.394 52.262 1.716 

(min)  0.310 0.143 0.067 2.565 0.137 0.326 0.393 40.842 0.934 

 
than other principal components, yields results that the principal components 
with large variances from the front are not necessarily more useful for making 
forecasts than the principal components with small variances as time horizon 
extends, which has since been ignored. 

The use of big data and a large number of variables, both to summarize the 
information in a large number of economic time series and capture the concepts 
and characters of economic activities like demand and supply, has been an in-
teresting subject of current macroeconomic applications in recent years. One of 
the important issues is which—and how many—principal components to in-
clude in the model. Bai and Ng (2002) [18] set up the determination of principal 
components by model selection. Interestingly, when I use the simulated data, the 
Jushan Bai and Serena Ng’s method provides the right number of principal 
components. Nevertheless, when I use my data or other real macroeconomic 
data, the trend of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which I get from Jushan 
Bai and Serena Ng’s method, looks like a hyperbola that opens downwards and 
has no global minimum. The AICs go up and down and I can only choose local 
minimums. This in fact implies that the principal components at the end are also 
important. In addition, Preacher, et al. (2013) [19] mention that the common 
factor does not have the potential to perfectly describe the population factor 
structure so there does not exist a correct, finite number of principal compo-
nents. 

Bernanke et al. (2004) [8] construct a FAVAR model to extract common fac-
tors from a large number of variables. They choose the number of principal 
components and use the first several principal components to make multi-step- 
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ahead forecasts for all time horizons. Their methodology implies that they sup-
pose that principal components are the same for all time horizons, and that 
those principal components in the front can construct forecasts better than other 
principal components which may not be valid as time horizon changes. 

6.1. Methodology 

This paper uses 190 different time series to calculate the principal components 
and select the optimal principal components to forecast a single time series, one 
by one, using the lowest SBIC specific to the horizon. I try to check whether the 
model which allows different principal components specific to the horizon has a 
lower out-of-sample MSE than the model does not, and whether the principal 
components at the end have lower out-of-sample MSEs than the principal com-
ponents in the front if we allow the horizon changes. 

My forecasting can be carried out in two steps. First, the principal compo-
nents are estimated from the original data; second, the principal components are 
selected to make forecasts specific to horizons. 

To be specific, following the notation for calculating the principal components 
in Bai and NG (2002) [18], let iX  be a 1T ×  vector for the thi  cross section 
unit. At a given i, I have 

0 0
i i iX F eλ= +                         (6) 

where ( )1 2, , ,i i i iTX X X X ′=  , ( )0 0 0 0
1 2, , , TF F F F ′= 

, and  
( )1 2, , ,i i iTie e e e ′=  . In Equation (6), X are transformed to be stationary and 

standardized, so the transformed data do not have high correlations and they all 
have the same variance. 0

tF  and 0
iλ  denote the principal components and the 

loadings, respectively. Following Bai and NG (2002) [18], if  T N> , the loadings 
are ( )eigenvectorN X X′Λ = ×  and the principal components are  
F X N= Λ , corresponding to the sorted eigenvalues of the T T×  matrix X X′  
from the largest to the lowest. The loading is the correlation between the original 
variables and the principal components and the largest loading is the key to un-
derstanding the underlying nature of the factor. Firstly, I calculate all principal 
components ( )1 2, , ,t t t NtF PC PC PC ′=  . The principal component PC1 cor-
responds to the largest eigenvalue of the T T×  matrix X X′  in each time ho-
rizon. Stock and Watson (2002) [20] show that the principal components esti-
mated from candidate predictor series are consistent, even in the presence of 
time variation in the factor model. This article assumes that the principal com-
ponents and the loadings will not change when I change the time horizons. 

Since my approach was fully described above, here I provide only a brief recap 
of the approach. Stock and Watson (1998) [21] use a criterion that minimizes 
the mean squared forecast errors of a forecasting variable to determine the 
number of principal components, whereas I use the lowest SBIC to determine 
the lag length and principal components in each time horizon. This is analogous 
to the local projection approach used in Jordà (2005) [22], which calculates the 
long-term impulse responses by adding h time periods on the left-hand side of 
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the traditional VAR model. He only suggests changing the time horizons and es-
timating the local projections at each period directly, but he does not change the 
models as the time horizon changes. I add h time periods on the left-hand side of 
the model and reselect principal components to make forecasts in each time ho-
rizon. 

The regression takes the form: 

1 1

1 1
0,1, 2, ,

P P
s s s s

t s i t i i t i t s
i i

y y PC S hα γ β ε+ +
+ − − +

= =

= + + + =∑ ∑          (7) 

where the 1S
iβ
+  are the matrices of principal components’ coefficients for each 

lag i  and horizon 1s + , P is the number of lags, and 12P ≤ .. t iPC −  is the 
vector of principal components for each lag i  and horizon 1s + . The lag 
lengths for all principal components in the model are the same. 

In Equation (7), I exchange the variables t iX −  in Equation (1) with principal 
components t iPC − . I select the best principal components one by one by using 
the lowest SBIC from the 191 principal components. 

I use a parsimonious method for the selection of principal components. The 
advantage of this approach is that it provides a procedure to select principal 
components from all principal components rather than only from the first 
couple of principal components. The results may not be the same as the results 
from all combinations mentioned in Section Three, but it is good enough to 
demonstrate that the principal components may change as the time horizon 
changes. 

Since I have too many options, I employ a parsimonious method to select 
principal components with the lowest SBIC for each time horizon. For instance, 
we have m variables: 1 2, , , mx x x . We employ Equation (6) to calculate m prin-
cipal components: 1 2, , , mpc pc pc . Principal components and loadings will not 
change as the horizon changes. To select principal components and lag length 
for the h-step-ahead forecasting equation, I can follow the steps below:  
1) In step one, for the h-step-ahead forecasting model with one principal com-

ponents in X in Equation (1): 
a) Second, I use principal component 2pc  in Equation (4), with lag length 

from one to twelve to get twelve SBICs. SBICs are then reestimated and the 
final SBICs with only one variable in PC are estimated from regressions of 
variable t hy +  on its past values and the past values of the last variable mpc , 
with lag length from one to twelve. The total number of SBICs for only one 
variable in X is thus 12m.  

b) Third, I select the optimal principal component 1pc  with the lowest 1SBIC  
from results of these m principal components. 

2) In step two, for the h-step-ahead forecasting model, for the remaining m-1 
principal components, I use the procedures described to select the second 
most favorable principal component.  

a) First, I first regress the h-period-ahead value of the dependent variable t hy +  
on its past value 1ty − , the selected principal component 1, 1tpc −  and the past 
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value of the first PC of the remaining m − 1 principal components, which lag 
length equals one. I estimate this equation to calculate the SBIC. Next, I use 
the same remaining principal component, but change the lag length p from 
one to two and finally to twelve to get twelve SBICs totally.  

b) Second, I substitute the first pc of the remaining principal component with 
the second pc of the remaining principal component, and get twelve SBICs. 
After calculating the ( )12 1m −  SBICs for all the 1m −  remaining principal 
components, we can choose the second favorable principal component 2pc  
with the lowest 2SBIC  from results of the remaining 1m −  principal 
components.  
   

3) In step m, by combining the selected principal components one by one, for 
the last remaining principal component, I first regress t hy +  on its past val-
ue, the past values of the selected principal components 1 2 1, , , mpc pc pc − , 
and the past value of the remaining principal component with lag length 
from one to twelve and calculate the lowest mSBIC .  

Lastly, I choose the principal components and the number of principal com-
ponents by the lowest SBIC . The results of the principal components I choose 
are ordered by their selected order. 

6.2. Data 

The data I use are 190 quarterly time series for the US from 1965Q2-2013Q1. 
Data sets 1- 113 are selected to gauge economic activity in empirical studies (e.g. 
Marcellino et al., 2006) [23]. Data series 114 - 172 are from balance sheet data 
for different sectors. Baker et al. (2005) [24] argue that past asset performance is 
the best guide to future returns, and they explore that the rates of return on as-
sets are causally connected with rates of economic growth. For this reason, I se-
lect the series from asset and liability accounts to make forecasts of GDP. The 
sources of data include Federal Reserve Economic Database, the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System, the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the US 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Yahoo Finance, and John Fernald’ s web page. More 
details are provided in the Appendix. 

Before I proceed with my analysis, I check the stationarity of the variables 
with an augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test and transform all variables to be 
stationary. A summary of these transformations and sources is given for each se-
ries in the Appendix. After these transformations, all series were further stan-
dardized to have sample mean zero and unit sample variance, so the trans-
formed data are stationary and do not have high correlations. Table 6 demon-
strates principal components and the corresponding variables with the highest 
component loading. Different principal components are basically loading on 
various variables. 

6.3. Empirical Results 

I use data from 1965Q2 to 2013Q1 to select principal components and make  
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Table 6. Principal components and the corresponding variables. 

PC Variables 

pc1 All Employees: Wholesale Trade (USWTRADE) 

pc2 Industrial Production: Durable Consumer Goods (IPDCONGD) 

pc3 Housing Starts: New Privately Owned Housing Units Started (HOUST) 

pc4 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Deposits (FL154000025.Q) 

pc5 5-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate (GS5) 

pc6 Number Unemployed for 5 to 14 Weeks (LNU03008756) 

pc7 Utilization-adjusted TFP in producing non-equipment output (ADTFP2) 

pc8 Number Unemployed for Less than 5 Weeks (LNU03008396) 

pc9 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Mutual fund shares (FL153064205.Q) 

pc10 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Municipal securities(FL153062005.Q) 

pc11 All Employees: Government: Federal (CES9091000001) 

pc12 Utilization-adjusted TFP in producing non-equipment output (ADTFP2) 

pc13 Corporate Profits/other financial(PROFIT4) 

pc14 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Savings bonds (FL313161400.Q) 

pc15 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Miscellaneous liabilities (FL143190005.Q) 

pc16 Corporate Profits/Retail trade (Retailtradeproft) 

pc17 State and Local Governments Total liabilities/US government loans (FL213169203.Q) 

pc18 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Commercial mortgages (FL163165505.Q) 

pc19 Number Unemployed for 15 to 26 Weeks (LNU03008876) 

pc20 Corporate Profits/Financial (PROFIT4) 

pc21 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Corporate and foreign bonds (FL153063005.Q) 

pc22 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Other loans and advances (FL143169005.Q) 

pc23 Corporate Profits/Petroleum and coal products (Petroleumcoalprofit) 

pc24 Nonfinancial noncorporate business; taxes on production and imports less subsidies, payable (NNBTPIQ027S) 

pc25 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Time and savings deposits (FL143030005.Q) 

pc26 Federal Government/Total financial assets/Trade receivables(FL313070000.Q) 

pc27 Export: Other private services (EXPORT11) 

pc28 Corporate Profits/Durable goods(PROFIT9) 

pc29 Nonfinancial noncorporate business; inventories (NNBINSQ027S) 

pc30 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Time and savings deposits(FL143030005.Q) 

pc31 Housing Starts in Northeast Census Region (HOUSTNE) 

pc32 Nonfinancial noncorporate business; inventories (NNBINSQ027S) 

pc33 Imports: Other private services (IMPORT28) 

pc34 Oil shocks 

pc35 Imports: Passenger fares (IMPORT24) 

pc36 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Municipal securities (FL143062005.Q) 

pc37 Federal Government/Total financial assets/Mortgages (FL313065005.Q) 
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Continued 

pc38 Nonfinancial noncorporate business; total mortgages; liability (NNBTMLQ027S) 

pc39 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/life insurance premiums (FL543077003.Q) 

pc40 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Agency- and GSE-backed securities (FL103061703.Q) 

pc41 Imports: Direct defense expenditures (IMPORT22) 

pc42 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Agency- and GSE-backed securities (FL103061703.Q) 

pc43 Industrial Production: Nondurable Consumer Goods (IPNCONGD) 

pc44 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Corporate and foreign bonds (FL153063005.Q) 

pc45 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Agency- and GSE-backed securities (FL153061705.Q) 

pc46 Federal Government/Total financial assets/Mortgages (FL313065005.Q) 

pc47 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Trade payables (FL163170003.Q) 

pc48 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/life insurance premiums (FL543077003.Q) 

pc49 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Agency- and GSE-backed securities (FL103061703.Q) 

pc50 Corporate Profits/Manufacturing (PROFIT8) 

pc51 Corporate Profits/Manufacturing (PROFIT8) 

pc52 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Food (CPIUFDNS) 

pc53 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Treasury securities (FL153061505.Q) 

pc54 S&P 500 Index open from YAHOO (GSPCVOL) 

pc55 Corporate Profits/Manufacturing (PROFIT8) 

pc56 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Foreign deposits (FL103091003.Q) 

pc57 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Treasury securities (FL143061105.Q) 

pc58 State and Local Governments/Total liabilities/US government loans (FL213169203.Q) 

pc59 Nonfinancial noncorporate business; total mortgages; liability (NNBTMLQ027S) 

pc60 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/life insurance premiums (FL543077003.Q) 

pc61 Export: US government receipts (EXPORT16) 

pc62 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Mortgages (FL143165005.Q) 

pc63 Balance on Goods and Services (BOPBGS) 

pc64 All Employees: Mining and logging (USMINE) 

pc65 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Other loans and advances (FL153169005.Q) 

pc66 Corporate Profits/Wholesale trade (Wholesaletradeprofit) 

pc67 Unilateral Transfers, Net (BOPG) 

pc68 Exports: Transfers under US military agency sales contracts (EXPORT5) 

pc69 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Foreign deposits (FL103091003.Q) 

pc70 Average Hourly Earnings of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees: Total Private (AHETPI) 

pc71 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Miscellaneous liabilities (FL143190005.Q) 

pc72 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Agency- and GSE-backed securities (FL103061703.Q) 

pc73 Housing Starts in Midwest Census Region (HOUSTMW) 

pc74 Housing Starts in West Census Region (HOUSTW) 

pc75 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Taxes payable (FL143178005.Q) 
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Continued 

pc76 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Other loans and advances (FL153169005.Q) 

pc77 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Public transportation (CUUR0000SETG) 

pc78 Corporate Profits/Manufacturing (PROFIT8) 

pc79 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Public transportation (CUUR0000SETG) 

pc80 Average Weekly Hours Of Production And Nonsupervisory Employees: Total private (AWHNONAG) 

pc81 Federal Government/Total financial assets/Checkable deposits and currency (FL313020005.Q) 

pc82 Housing Starts in Northeast Census Region (HOUSTNE) 

pc83 Export: Royalties and license fees (EXPORT9) 

pc84 Export: Passenger fares (EXPORT7) 

pc85 Average Hourly Earnings of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees: Trade, Transportation, and Utilities (CES4000000008) 

pc86 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Checkable deposits and currency (FL143020005.Q) 

pc87 Average Weekly Hours Of Production And Nonsupervisory Employees: Total private (AWHNONAG) 

pc88 Business Sector: Unit Labor Cost (ULCBS) 

pc89 Federal Government/Total financial assets/Checkable deposits and currency (FL313020005.Q) 

pc90 Nonfinancial Business /Total liabilities/Credit market instruments (FL144104005.Q) 

pc91 Corporate Profits/Durable goods (PROFIT9) 

pc92 Unemployment Level—20 to 24 years (LNS13000036) 

pc93 Producer Price Index: Crude Materials for Further Processing (PPICRM) 

pc94 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Checkable deposits and currency (FL153020005.Q) 

pc95 Nonfinancial Business/Total financial assets/Time and savings deposits (FL143030005.Q) 

pc96 Personal consumption expenditures: Services: Health care (DHLCRC1Q027NBEA) 

pc97 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Apparel (CPIAPPSL) 

pc98 All Employees: Government: Local Government (CES9093000001) 

pc99 Unemployment Level—20 to 24 years (LNS13000036) 

pc100 Housing Starts in South Census Region (HOUSTS) 

pc101 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Taxes payable (FL143178005.Q) 

pc102 Nonfinancial noncorporate business; taxes on production and imports less subsidies, payable 

pc103 Average Hourly Earnings of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees: Financial Activities (CES5500000008) 

pc104 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Savings bonds (FL313161400.Q) 

pc105 Producer Price Index: Crude Materials for Further Processing (PPICRM) 

pc106 The growth rate of m0 (BOGAMBSL) 

pc107 Nonfinancial corporate business; employers’ social contributions paid (NCBSCPQ027S) 

pc108 Exports: Travel (EXPORT6) 

pc109 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Credit market instruments (FL154104005.Q) 

pc110 M2 Velocity (M2V) 

pc111 Corporate Profits/Fabricated metal products (Fabricatedmetalprofit) 

pc112 State and Local Governments/Total financial assets/Checkable deposits and currency (FL213020005.Q) 

pc113 Unemployment Level—25 to 54 years (LNS13000060) 
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Continued 

pc114 ISM Manufacturing: New Orders Index (NAPMNOI) 

pc115 Export: Other transportation(EXPORT8) 

pc116 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Mortgages(FL143165005.Q) 

pc117 Average Hourly Earnings of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees: Manufacturing (CES3000000008) 

pc118 The growth rate of m0(BOGAMBSL) 

pc119 ISM Manufacturing: New Orders Index (NAPMNOI) 

pc120 Average Hourly Earnings of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees: Manufacturing (CES3000000008) 

pc121 All Employees: Government: Local Government (CES9093000001) 

pc122 Personal Consumption Expenditures: Nondurable Goods (PCND) 

pc123 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Apparel (CPIAPPSL) 

pc124 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Mutual fund shares(FL153064205.Q) 

pc125 Imports: Services(IMPORT20) 

pc126 Average Weekly Overtime Hours of Production and Nonsupervisory Employees: Manufacturing (AWOTMAN) 

pc127 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Mutual fund shares(FL153064205.Q) 

pc128 Fixed Investment(FPI) 

pc129 Business Sector: Unit Labor Cost (ULCBS) 

pc130 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Security credit(FL153167005.Q) 

pc131 Unemployment Level—20 to 24 years (LNS13000036) 

pc132 Nonfinancial Business/Total liabilities/Depository institution loans(FL143168005.Q) 

pc133 ISM Manufacturing: New Orders Index (NAPMNOI) 

pc134 Average (Mean) Duration of Unemployment (UEMPMEAN) 

pc135 Nonfinancial Corporate Business; Inventories Excluding Iva, Current Cost Basis (IABSNNCB) 

pc136 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Equity in noncorporate business(FL152090205.Q) 

pc137 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total financial assets/Pension fund reserves(FL153050005.Q) 

pc138 ISM Manufacturing: New Orders Index (NAPMNOI) 

pc139 All Employees: Wholesale Trade (USWTRADE) 

pc140 Number Unemployed for 5 to 14 Weeks(LNU03008756) 

pc141 All Employees: Wholesale Trade (USWTRADE) 

pc142 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Nondurables (CUUR0000SAN) 

pc143 Federal Government/Total financial assets/Credit market instruments(FL314004005.Q) 

pc144 Fixed Investment (FPI) 

pc145 Personal income (PI) 

pc146 Producer Price Index: Intermediate Materials: Supplies & Components (PPIITM) 

pc147 Prime Rate (DPRIME) 

pc148 Export: Income receipts on US-owned assets abroad (EXPORT13) 

pc149 Producer Price Index: Crude Materials for Further Processing (PPICRM) 

pc150 Industrial Production: nondurable Materials (IPNMAT) 

pc151 Households and Nonprofit Organizations/Total liabilities/Credit market instruments (FL154104005.Q) 
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Continued 

pc152 GDP Deflator(GDPDEF) 

pc153 Personal Consumption Expenditures: Nondurable Goods (PCND) 

pc154 All Employees: Goods-Producing (CEU0600000001) 

pc155 Personal Consumption Expenditures: Durable Goods (PCEDG) 

pc156 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Energy (CPIENGSL) 

pc157 All Employees: Government: US Postal Service (CEU9091912001) 

pc158 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Food (CPIUFDNS) 

pc159 Number Unemployed for 15 Weeks and over (LNU03008516) 

pc160 All Employees: Retail Trade (USTRADE) 

pc161 Corporate Profits/Rest of the world/Receipts from the rest of the world(PROFIT2) 

pc162 Industrial Production: Durable Materials(IPDMAT) 

pc163 Effective Federal Funds Rate (FEDFUNDS) 

pc164 S&P 500 Index open from YAHOO (GSPCOPEN) 

pc165 Utilization-adjusted TFP in producing non-equipment output(ADTFP2) 

pc166 Imports: Goods, balance of payments basis (IMPORT21) 

pc167 Industrial Production: Durable Materials(IPDMAT) 

pc168 All Employees: Nondurable goods (NDMANEMP) 

pc169 1-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate(GS1) 

pc170 10-year Treasury(GS10) 

pc171 All Employees: Government: US Postal Service (CEU9091912001) 

pc172 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All items less shelter (CUUR0000SA0L2) 

pc173 All Employees: Trade, Transportation & Utilities (USTPU) 

pc174 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All items less medical care (CUSR0000SA0L5) 

pc175 Adjusted TFPB &lnBusiness Sector (Technology shocks) 

pc176 10-year Treasury (GS10) 

pc177 6-Month Treasury Bill (DTB6) 

pc178 Industrial Production: Materials (IPMAT) 

pc179 Export: Income receipts on US-owned assets abroad (EXPORT13) 

pc180 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Commodities (CUSR0000SAC) 

pc181 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All Items (CPIAUCSL) 

pc182 Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) 

pc183 Industrial Production: Final Products(IPFINAL) 

pc184 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All Items (CPIAUCSL) 

pc185 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Commodities (CUSR0000SAC) 

pc186 1-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate(GS1) 

pc187 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All items less medical care (CUSR0000SA0L5) 

pc188 Producer Price Index: Finished Goods (PPIFGS) 

pc189 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All Items Less Food (CPIULFSL) 

pc190 Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All items less medical care (CUSR0000SA0L5) 

pc191 Industrial Production Index (INDPRO) 
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Table 7. Selected principal components by SBIC (1965:Q2-2013:Q1). 

Selected PCs in the one-step-ahead equation with 2 lags: 

pc2 pc3 pc1 pc4 pc93 pc13 pc9 pc53 pc183 pc11 pc12 pc149 pc186 pc24 

pc27 pc158 pc99 pc85 pc94 pc78 pc46 pc171 pc159 pc15 pc45 pc136 pc181 pc38 

pc54 pc151 pc19 pc17 pc42 pc102 pc163 pc58 pc168 pc77 pc134 pc88 pc92 pc160 

pc50 pc115 pc167 pc82 pc103 pc172 pc139 pc84 pc32 pc56 pc104 pc122 pc142 pc156 

pc63 pc166 pc60 pc118 pc187 pc131 pc141 pc31 pc79 pc161 pc22 pc114 pc41 pc133 

pc185 pc66 pc130 pc108 pc117 pc14 pc90 pc177 pc178 pc34 pc5 pc40 pc164 pc57 

pc96 pc101 pc97 pc109 pc10 pc170 pc123 pc70 pc55 

Selected PCs in the two-step-ahead equation with 7 lags 

pc3 pc4 pc2 pc69 pc5 pc32 pc60 pc145 pc41 pc94 pc55 pc13 pc103 pc82 

pc34 pc36 pc96 pc38 pc86 pc18 pc89 pc66 pc182 pc153 pc88 

 
in-sample forecasts and out-of-sample forecasts after 2013Q1. Table 7 presents 
the selected variables and lag lengths for the one-step-ahead equation and 
two-step-ahead equation. Consistent with expectations, the empirical evidence 
appears to favor the hypothesis that different principal components are selected 
to make forecasts in different time horizons. It also indicates that many factors, 
rather than a few, should be modeled to predict GDP. It is also noteworthy that 
the first principal component does not necessarily yield forecasts superior to 
other principal components. 

To summarize, my analysis does not support the common assumption that 
the first couple principal components can be viewed as the essential factors con-
tributing to US real GDP. More principal components, as expected, may be 
viewed as predetermined factors, which may even be a “tip of the iceberg” that 
represents the intermediate results of crucial factors. It is reasonable because the 
economy will be vulnerable if it depends only on sole shocks. 

Moreover, the FAVAR model is considered to include information on all the 
variables using a few factors. My results suggest that since some of the principal 
components may be more important at some horizons than at others, we have to 
select the principal components in a FAVAR model specific to the horizon. 

I use the data from 1965Q2 to 2013Q1 to select variables with the lowest SBIC 
specific to the horizon and make in-sample and out-of-sample direct forecasts. 
Then I use the out-of-sample MSE from 2013Q1 to 2015Q3 as the criterion to 
select the long-horizon forecasting model. Figure 1 denotes the in-sample and 
out-of-sample direct forecasts by my 49-step-ahead quarterly model with the 
lowest out-of-sample MSE from 2013Q1 to 2015Q3. All of my models from dif-
ferent horizons can predict the real GDP with low in-sample MSEs. The policy 
intuition behind this graph is that it may take more than ten years for a recession 
to form. From the result of Figure 1, it seems that the fundamental factors which 
can affect the US economy over long horizons should be invested these couple 
years to prepare for the gingival economic downturn around 2022. However, 
this figure provides only a possibility, so it needs to be studied further. 
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Figure 1. Forecasting the real GDP by one of my multi-step-ahead models. 

6.4. Statistical Evidence for the Long-Horizon Causes  
of Recessions 

I change my criterion to the out-of-sample mean squared errors (MSE). To ex-
emplify, for calculating the out-of-sample MSE during the period 2000Q1 to 
2013Q1, I run the regression from the beginning of the available data to 1999Q4 
to obtain the parameters and use past values to forecast 2000 1Qy . I then run a re-
gression from the beginning of the available data to 2000Q1to get the parame-
ters, and use the values of the regressors to forecast 2000 2Qy . All parameters, 
prediction errors, etc. are then reestimated and the final out-of-sample forecast 
is made for 2013 1Qy . According to Diebold (2013) [14], we may use the out-of- 
sample MSE to select the long-horizon causes of recessions. 

I first separate the 190 quarterly time series mentioned above into 8 main 
groups of macroeconomic time series: production group, cost group, unem-
ployment group, monetary policy group, household and nonprofit organization 
group, nonfinancial business group, government group, and export and import 
group. More data details can be found in the Appendix. I use the variables in 
each group to construct the principal components.  

The first three groups contain supply-side variables: The production group re-
flects production information, including industrial production indexes for dif-
ferent industries, housing starts in different geographic areas, new orders, in-
ventories, and corporate profits by industries. The cost group is used to describe 
the cost information of production, including oil price shocks, technology 
shocks, working hours, labor costs, producer price indexes, costs of productions, 
and stock market data. The technology shocks are included in this group because 
I assume that a new technology can decrease production costs. The employment 
group provides employment and unemployment information, which includes 
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employment for different sectors, unemployment by different durations and age 
groups, and the civilian labor force.  

The remaining five groups contain demand-side variables: The monetary pol-
icy group includes interest rates, money base and velocity, consumer price in-
dexes for all urban consumers in different sectors, personal income, and person-
al consumption expenditures for different sectors. I include personal income and 
personal consumption expenditures because these variables influence the 
economy on the demand side as does the interest rate. I also choose to include 
the financial asset and liability series for households and nonprofit organiza-
tions, nonfinancial businesses, and state, local and federal governments, which 
have been ignored in the literature. The export and import group includes ex-
port and import information for different sectors. Since economics is separated 
into different fields, I just generally compare the prediction performance of va-
riables from different groups. 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the out-of-sample forecast errors of SPF 
forecasts and my results. The SPF forecasts use the median one-year-ahead real 
GDP forecasts in the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) from the Phila-
delphia Federal Reserve Bank. I take the first difference of the natural logarithm  

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the out-of-sample forecast errors of SPF from the Fed and my models. 
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of SPF result to calculate the forecast errors relative to real GDP. Then I use the 
out of sample MSE during the period 2000Q1 to 2013Q1 as a criteria to select 
the principal components in different horizons by Equation (7). I compare the 
SPF forecast errors with the forecast errors of selected variables from the pro-
duction group in a 19-step-ahead model (solid line), the government group in an 
18-step-ahead model (dashed line) and the monetary policy group in a 19-step- 
ahead model (long dashed line), respectively. In the circled areas around 2004 
and 2009, my forecast errors are much lower than the SPF results. Based on Fig-
ure 2, my approach which selects variables through long-horizon models per-
forms better than the SPF forecasts especially during recessions. It implies that 
the SPF method may fail to identify the key variables for forecasting recessions 
through the right horizons, and that the real cause of recessions may be these va-
riables selected from multiple-step-ahead models. 

Figure 3 illustrates the out-of-sample MSEs of all groups for horizons from 1 
to 80. The out-of-sample MSEs of the one-step-ahead model for all groups ex-
cept the unemployment group and nonfinancial business group are not the low-
est compared with multiple-step-ahead models. This implies that one-step-ahead 
model may not always the best choice for prediction. 

The out-of-sample MSEs of the monetary policy group, the cost group and the 
production group are lower than 52.5 10−× . For the monetary policy group, as 
Friedman (1961) [9] mentions, I show that the monetary policy group may only 
affect the economy after a lag around 5 years. Bernanke et al. (1997) [25] men-
tion that each of the first four recession in their Figure 1 was immediately pre-
ceded by a period of tight monetary policy. From my evidence, tight monetary 
policy may be just the last draw that breaks the camel’s back. The low federal 
funds rate does not save the US economy from the Great recession of 2007-2009. 
Likewise, the expansionary monetary policy may be correlated with the reces-
sions according to its lowest out-of-sample MSE. Finally, the variables in the 
nonfinancial business group can predict the recession one-step ahead. Their 
real-time data can help the government make the short-horizon decisions. 

Next, I put the same 190 data series from 1965Q2 to 2013Q1 into 43 small 
groups. These classifications are meant only to simplify the interpretation of fo-
recasting functions by broadly grouping areas by economic activities. I select the 
variables from all combinations of variables in each group to forecast the infla-
tion rate for all items with the lowest MSE for each horizon by Equation (1). I 
calculate the lowest out-of-sample MSE during period 1990Q1 to 2007Q3 and 
2000Q1 to 2013Q1 for each group and for each horizon, then I compare the 
out-of-sample MSE trends for these two period. 

Figure 4 compares the lowest out-of-sample MSE trends of the 43 groups for 
each horizon for above two periods. Especially for the out-of-sample period 
during 2000Q1 to 2013Q1, because of recessions, the MSE of the one-step-ahead 
model for each group is not the lowest MSE relative to other horizons. The re-
sults imply that Federal Reserve Bank may not be able to use the real-time data 
in the one-step-ahead model to forecast the inflation rate if a recession is coming  
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Figure 3. The out-of-sample MSEs of the multiple-step-ahead models for each group. 
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Figure 4. The out-of-sample MSE trends of multiple-step-ahead models for small groups: CPI. 
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even though the real-time data may forecast the inflation rate with low forecast 
errors if the economy is not in a recession. 

7. Conclusions 

This paper constructs a novel framework which provides a systematic way to 
employ different variables specific to the horizon, using fewer coefficients than 
the VAR model. My methodology is specifically designed for selecting deep va-
riables for VAR models which can be illustrated as important in the long hori-
zons. This application is theoretically grounded and outperforms the VAR mo- 
del in terms of the out-of-sample forecasting. I also set the sample mean as a 
benchmark to judge the forecasting performance of VAR models and investigate 
whether the sample mean outperforms traditional VAR models with lags longer 
than one when it comes to the out-of-sample forecasting. 

Also, the results indicate that we should reselect principal components as the 
time horizon changes. The principal components from the front do not neces-
sarily forecast better than the principal components at the end as the time hori-
zon changes. Additionally, selection results are done to see if the same problem 
plagues FAVAR models. Due to my results, I suggest extending the FAVAR 
model to include my approach. 

Since I can use some historical data to forecast US GDP during recessions well 
out of sample through long horizons whereas traditional one-step-ahead models 
cannot, I conclude that the long-term economic problems cannot be fixed with 
short-term interventions. In other words, some variables which play small roles 
when adopting a short-run perspective may affect the economy strongly over a 
long time horizon, indicating that they may be the key to fixing recessions. I ar-
gue that the causes of recessions obtained from traditional economic models 
may merely be the last in a series of causes and that the real issues remain con-
cealed in the error term. 

The deficiency of my approach is that the way I select data and build models is 
relatively arbitrary compared with theoretical papers. My selection results are 
substantially more agnostic about the modeled variables than the traditional 
models, yet they allow variables to be selected by the data set automatically,, 
which is not commonly postulated by conventional variable selection. I only 
want to provide possibilities from a new perspective rather than explain it. In 
other words, this paper just uses statistical method to analyze the economy from 
a surface level.  

The forecasting models selected by my approach may only be used to forecast 
time series during recessions and I also suggest that my approach should be cau-
tiously used to interpret the selected results for analysis. In particular, I consider 
that the stationary data may twist the economic models into short horizons and 
impact the variable selection results. Hence, this hypothesis may need to be fur-
ther studied in order to implement my approach for further progress or investi-
gate the use of alternative methods, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The practical social significance of this paper and some thoughts for future 
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research are as follows: 
First, the reason we study economics decides the long-run direction of eco-

nomic theories: we build up people by creating more wealth or we increase 
wealth by sacrificing people’s life and future generations. These two attitudes 
look similar but will produce totally different results in different horizons. For 
example, all people have the same value but their market prices are different. 
Some labors’ real wages may even be lower than machines or negative from the 
second attitude. The former attitude does not mean free welfare for everyone 
without truth, and the latter one may create fake prosperity in short horizons but 
ends up to some place we never want to be. 

Second, the complex and paradoxes of economics may be attributed to the 
combined human world with different things together: sense and emotion, spirit 
and body, and so on. The short-horizon needs of the human body may make us 
to be attracted by the short-horizon economic world. When our spirit is also at-
tracted by things in the short-horizon world, the space of our spirit may be 
twisted. We may still think in a straightforward and logical manner but in a 
twisted space. For instance, the mind space of money-grubber may be twisted by 
money attraction and their bodies may work too much for earning money dri-
ven by their minds, which may be beyond the normal range of human beings. It 
will be easier for people to evaluate and focus on the short-horizon obvious prize 
rather than the long-horizon value. People may use the short-horizon solutions 
to substitute the real solutions which take more efforts. The problem is that this 
world may not be able to provide enough short-horizon solutions to meet the 
unlimited desires since the real problems may always exist without the real solu-
tions. Chasing for the short-horizon benefits and solutions may cause the reces-
sions in the long run. 

Third, through twisting the long-horizon factors which seem to be unimpor-
tant in the short horizons, there is always a dramatic structure which can be used 
to change the results indirectly by twisting the background. For instance, the fi-
nancial crisis happened without cautions because the business operations and 
other economy factors appeared similarly as before while the long-horizon fac-
tors were twisting the background of the economy gradually. Some inappro-
priate economic behaviors did not have significant devastating results in the 
short horizons, which were ignored by the supervisors easily. 

For my future studies, I will try to find which factors may mislead people to 
make inappropriate short-horizon decisions without considering the long-term 
costs. According to above arguments, we may need to find some long-term me-
thods to prepare for recessions even if those methods may not have significant 
effects in the short horizons. Moreover, it is possible that if we fix the long-ho- 
rizon problems first, the effects of the short-horizon problems will decrease au-
tomatically. The key point is to identify the substantial problems through their 
dynamic effects by considering the fundamentals of the economy over different 
horizons. 

The academic significance of this paper is that my assumption may explain 
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the plausible and contrary results of some economic puzzles. To enumerate, the 
instability of the empirical relation between oil price and output incurs a debate 
over whether the oil-price-GDP relationship still exists or not. According to my 
assumption, oil price which has been recognized as an important factor for the 
recessions may only be the coup de grace. It is not surprising that existing me-
thods, which focus on the crucial variables selected in a particular time horizon, 
are unable to document the whole structure of the relationships for all time ho-
rizons. We cannot include all variables and their lags in the model, which im-
plies that the error term is correlated with the variables of a model through dif-
ferent horizons and the variables inside the model can always take the contribu-
tions of these variables as part of their coefficients. Even adding lags in the mod-
el may not save the model from biased coefficients. It is possible that the esti-
mated coefficients of some variables in the model are just projections of the ef-
fects of some external variables and that their magnitudes will change as the 
combination effect of outside variables changes. Some important variables may 
have the capacity to link with external variables, no matter how the background 
of the economy changes, if they can affect enough omitted variables to follow 
some certain trend so that they play an influential and significant role in ex-
plaining movements in the economy. 

Overall, the conclusions inferred from the biased coefficients of traditional 
models are by no means settled issues. It remains possible for a skeptic to main-
tain some dominant views of existing studies which may be derived from the bi-
ased coefficients of the models. It is also essential to emphasize that my findings 
are not limited to economics, which may provide some explanations for the 
contradicting results in other scientific fields. The basic assumptions of tradi-
tional methods may be wrong in fundamental ways. The simple simulation in 
the paper proves that under the assumption of this paper, the results of science 
may be arguable, especially in economics. 

Again, I must emphasize that this research does not aim to solve the reces-
sions but sheds light on the long-horizon journey of economics. Since the eco- 
nomy is complex, I do not know how much this new assumption will affect the 
economic models. It is also possible that it may not affect the traditional models 
at all, however, it is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Appendix: Data Section 

All data are stationary quarterly data from quarter 2 of 1965 to quarter 1 of 2013. The sources of data are: FRED— 
Federal Reserve Economic Database; BGFED—the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; BEA—the Bu-
reau of Economic Analysis; BLS—the US Bureau of Labor Statistics; Yahoo Finance; John Fernald’s webpage. Oil 
shocks is the “net oil price increase” variable proposed by Hamilton (1996) [26]. Technology shocks are calculated by 
Basu, et al. (2006) [27], using adjusted total principal component productivity (TFP) and the level of hours worked 
per capita. The adjusted TFP is from John Fernald’s webpage. The transformation codes are: PC1—percent change 
from year ago; Dif—first difference; Ln—natural logarithm; ∆Ln—first difference of natural logarithm; ∆PC1—first 
difference of percent change from year ago. 
 

Series Source Description 

GDPC1 FRED Real GDP (∆Ln) 

Production Group   

  Industrial Production 

Group 1   

INDPRO FRED Index (∆Ln) 

IPFINAL FRED Final Products (Market Group) (∆Ln) 

IPCONGD FRED Consumer Goods (∆Ln) 

IPDCONGD FRED Durable Consumer Goods (∆Ln) 

IPNCONGD FRED Nondurable Consumer Goods (∆Ln) 

Group 2   

IPBUSEQ FRED Business Equipment (∆Ln) 

IPMAT FRED Materials (∆Ln) 

IPDMAT FRED Durable Materials (∆Ln) 

IPNMAT FRED Nondurable Materials (∆Ln) 

  Housing Starts 

Group 3   

HOUSTS FRED Housing Starts in South Census Region (∆Ln) 

HOUSTMW FRED Housing Starts in Midwest Census Region (∆Ln) 

HOUSTNE FRED Housing Starts in Northeast Census Region(∆Ln) 

HOUSTW FRED Housing Starts in West Census Region (∆Ln) 

HOUST FRED Housing Starts: Total: New Privately Owned Housing Units Started (∆Ln) 

Group 4   

NAPMNOI FRED ISM Manufacturing: New Orders Index (Dif) 

NAPMII FRED ISM Manufacturing: Inventories Index (∆Ln) 

NNBINSQ027S FRED Nonfinancial noncorporate business; inventories (PC1) 

IABSNNCB FRED 
Nonfinancial Corporate Business; Inventories Excluding Iva, Current Cost Basis 
(∆Ln) 

FPI FRED Fixed Investment (∆Ln) 

  Corporate Profits 

CP FRED After Tax (without IVA and CCAdj) (∆Ln) 
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Group 5   

PROFIT2 BEA T6.16 Receipts from the rest of the world (PC1) 

PROFIT4 BEA T6.16 Financial (PC1) 

PROFIT6 BEA T6.16 Other financial (PC1) 

PROFIT8 BEA T6.16 Manufacturing (PC1) 

PROFIT9 BEA T6.16 Durable goods (PC1) 

Group 6   

Fabricatedmetalprofit BEA T6.16 Fabricated metal products (PC1) 

Petroleumcoalprofit BEA T6.16 Petroleum and coal products (PC1) 

Wholesaletradeprofit BEA T6.16 Wholesale trade (PC1) 

Retailtradeproft BEA T6.16 Retail trade (PC1) 

Cost Group   

Group 7   

Oilshocks BLS WPU0561 

Technology shocks John Fernald’s webpage Adjusted TFPB (∆Ln) & Business Sector: Average Weekly Hours (Ln) 

ADTFP1 John Fernald’s webpage Utilization-adjusted TFP in producing equipment and consumer durables (∆Ln) 

ADTFP2 John Fernald’s webpage Utilization-adjusted TFP in producing non-equipment output (∆Ln) 

  Average Weekly Hours 

Group 8   

AWHMAN FRED Manufacturing (Dif) 

AWOTMAN FRED Overtime: Manufacturing (Dif) 

AWHNONAG FRED Total private (Dif) 

  Average Hourly Earnings 

Group 9   

AHETPI FRED Total Private (∆PC1) 

CES3000000008 FRED Manufacturing (∆Ln) 

CES2000000008 FRED Construction (∆Ln) 

CES5500000008 FRED Financial Activities (∆Ln) 

CES4000000008 FRED Trade, Transportation, and Utilities (∆Ln) 

CEU7000000008 FRED Leisure and Hospitality (∆Ln) 

CEU5500000030 FRED Financial Activities (∆Ln) 

Group 10   

ULCBS FRED Business Sector: Unit Labor Cost (∆Ln) 

  Producer Price Index 

PPIFGS FRED Finished Goods (∆Ln) 

PPIFCG FRED Finished Consumer Goods (∆Ln) 

PPIITM FRED Intermediate Materials: Supplies & Components (∆Ln) 

PPICRM FRED Crude Materials for Further Processing (PPICRM) (∆Ln) 
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  Nonfinancial corporate business 

Group 11   

NCBSCPQ027S FRED Employers’ social contributions paid (∆Ln) 

NNBTPIQ027S FRED Taxes on production and imports less subsidies, payable (∆Ln) 

NNBEILQ027S FRED Equity and investment fund shares; liability (PC1) 

NNBTMLQ027S FRED Total mortgages; liability (PC1) 

NNBECBQ027S FRED Equipment and software, current cost basis (PC1) 

Group 12   

NNBECBQ027S FRED Equipment and software, current cost basis (PC1) 

GSPCOPEN YAHOO FINANCE S&P 500 Index open price from YAHOO (∆Ln) 

GSPCVOL YAHOO FINANCE S&P 500 volume from YAHOO (∆Ln) 

Empolyment Group   

  All Employees 

Group 13   

CEU0600000001 FRED Goods-Producing (∆Ln) 

USCONS FRED Construction (∆Ln) 

USTPU FRED Trade, Transportation & Utilities (∆Ln) 

USWTRADE FRED Wholesale Trade (∆Ln) 

USTRADE FRED Retail Trade (∆Ln) 

SRVPRD FRED Service-Providing Industries (∆Ln) 

Group 14   

CES9091000001 FRED Government: Federal (∆Ln) 

CES9093000001 FRED Government: Local Government (∆Ln) 

CES9092000001 FRED Government: State Government (∆Ln) 

CEU9091912001 FRED Government: US Postal Service (∆Ln) 

Group 15   

NDMANEMP FRED Nondurable goods (∆Ln) 

MANEMP FRED Manufacturing (∆Ln) 

USMINE FRED Mining and logging (∆Ln) 

USLAH FRED Leisure & Hospitality (∆Ln) 

USINFO FRED Information Services (PC1) 

Group 16   

LNU03008876 FRED Number Unemployed for 15 to 26 Weeks (Dif) 

LNU03008516 FRED Number Unemployed for 15 Weeks and over (Dif) 

LNU03008396 FRED Number Unemployed for Less than 5 Weeks (Dif) 

LNU03008756 FRED Number Unemployed for 5 to 14 Weeks (Dif) 

UEMPMEAN FRED Average (Mean) Duration of Unemployment (Dif) 
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LNS13000036 FRED Unemployment Level—20 to 24 years (Dif) 

LNS13000060 FRED Unemployment Level—25 to 54 years (Dif) 

CLF16OV FRED Civilian Labor Force (∆Ln) 

Monetary Policy Group   

Group 17   

TB3MS FRED 3-month T-Bill (Dif) 

DTB6 FRED 6-Month Treasury Bill (Dif) 

GS1 FRED 1-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate (Dif) 

GS5 FRED 5-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate (Dif) 

GS10 FRED 10-year Treasury (Dif) 

Group 18   

FEDFUNDS FRED Effective Federal Funds Rate (Dif) 

DPRIME FRED Prime Rate (Dif) 

AAA FRED Moody’s Seasoned Aaa Corporate Bond Yield (Dif) 

BAA FRED Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield (Dif) 

Group 19   

MYAGM1USM052S FRED The growth rate of m1 (∆Ln) 

BOGAMBSL FRED The growth rate of m0 (∆Ln) 

M2V FRED M2 Velocity (∆Ln) 

GDPDEF FRED GDP Deflator (∆PC1) 

Group 20   

CPIAUCSL FRED CPI: All Items (∆Ln) 

CPIMEDSL FRED CPI: Medical Care (∆PC1) 

CPIUFDNS FRED CPI: Food (∆Ln) 

CPIENGSL FRED CPI: Energy (∆Ln) 

CUSR0000SAS FRED CPI: Services (∆Ln) 

Group 21   

CUUR0000SAD FRED CPI: Durables (∆Ln) 

CUUR0000SETG FRED CPI: Public transportation (∆Ln) 

CUUR0000SAN FRED CPI: Nondurables (∆Ln) 

CPIAPPSL FRED CPI: Apparel (∆Ln) 

CUSR0000SAC FRED CPI: Commodities (∆Ln) 

Group 22   

CPIULFSL FRED CPI: All Items Less Food (∆Ln) 

CUUR0000SA0L2 FRED CPI: All items less shelter (∆Ln) 

CUSR0000SA0L5 FRED CPI: All items less medical care (∆Ln) 

  Personal Consumption Expenditures 
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Group 23   

PCE FRED Index (∆Ln) 

PCEDG FRED Durable Goods (∆Ln) 

PCND FRED Nondurable Goods (∆Ln) 

PCESV FRED Services (∆PC1) 

DHLCRC1Q027SBEA FRED Services: Health care (∆Ln) 

A136RC1Q027SBEA FRED New autos (∆Ln) 

Group 24   

A136RC1Q027SBEA FRED New autos (∆Ln) 

PI FRED Personal income (∆Ln) 

DSPI FRED Disposable Personal Income (∆Ln) 

Households and Nonprofit Organizations Group  

  Total financial assets 

Group 25   

FL154000025.Q BGFED L.100 Deposits (∆Ln) 

FL153020005.Q BGFED L.100 Checkable deposits and currency (∆Ln) 

FL153030005.Q BGFED L.100 Time and savings deposits (∆Ln) 

FL163069103.Q BGFED L.100 Open market paper (∆Ln) 

FL153061505.Q BGFED L.100 Treasury securities (∆Ln) 

Group 26   

FL313161400.Q BGFED L.100 Savings bonds (∆Ln) 

FL153061705.Q BGFED L.100 Agency- and GSE-backed securities (∆Ln) 

FL153062005.Q BGFED L.100 Municipal securities (∆Ln) 

FL153063005.Q BGFED L.100 Corporate and foreign bonds (∆Ln) 

FL153064105.Q BGFED L.100 Corporate Equities (3) (∆Ln) 

Group 27   

FL153064205.Q BGFED L.100 Mutual fund shares (∆Ln) 

FL153050005.Q BGFED L.100 Pension fund reserves (∆Ln) 

FL152090205.Q BGFED L.100 Equity in noncorporate business (∆Ln) 

FL153090005.Q BGFED L.100 Miscellaneous assets (∆Ln) 

  Total liabilities 

Group 28   

FL154104005.Q BGFED L.100 Credit market instruments (∆Ln) 

FL153166000.Q BGFED L.100 Consumer credit (∆Ln) 

FL153169005.Q BGFED L.100 Other loans and advances (∆Ln) 

FL163165505.Q BGFED L.100 Commercial mortgages (∆Ln) 

Group 29   

FL153167005.Q BGFED L.100 Security credit (∆Ln) 
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FL163170003.Q BGFED L.100 Trade payables (∆Ln) 

FL543077003.Q BGFED L.100 Life insurance premiums (∆Ln) 

Nonfinancial Business group  

  Total financial assets 

Group 30   

FL103091003.Q BGFED L.101 Foreign deposits (∆Ln) 

FL143020005.Q BGFED L.101 Checkable deposits and currency (∆Ln) 

FL143030005.Q BGFED L.101 Time and savings deposits (∆Ln) 

FL143061105.Q BGFED L.101 Treasury securities (∆Ln) 

Group 31   

FL103061703.Q BGFED L.101 Agency- and GSE-backed securities (∆Ln) 

FL143062005.Q BGFED L.101 Municipal securities (∆Ln) 

FL143070005.Q BGFED L.101 Trade receivables (∆Ln) 

  Total liabilities 

Group 32   

FL144104005.Q BGFED L.101 Credit market instruments (∆PC1) 

FL103169100.Q BGFED L.101 Commercial paper (∆Ln) 

FL103163003.Q BGFED L.101 Corporate bonds (∆PC1) 

FL143168005.Q BGFED L.101 Depository institution loans n.e.c. (∆Ln) 

Group 33   

FL143169005.Q BGFED L.101 Other loans and advances (∆Ln) 

FL143165005.Q BGFED L.101 Mortgages (∆Ln) 

FL143170005.Q BGFED L.101 Trade payables (∆Ln) 

FL143178005.Q BGFED L.101 Taxes payable (∆Ln) 

FL143190005.Q BGFED L.101 Miscellaneous liabilities (∆Ln) 

Government Group    

State and Local Governments  

  Total financial assets 

Group 34   

FL213020005.Q BGFED L.104 Checkable deposits and currency (∆Ln) 

FL213030005.Q BGFED L.104 Time and savings deposits (∆Ln) 

FL214004005.Q BGFED L.104 Credit market instruments (∆Ln) 

FL213061105.Q BGFED L.104 Treasury securities (∆Ln) 

Group 35   

FL213061703.Q BGFED L.104 Agency- and GSE-backed securities (∆Ln) 

FL213062003.Q BGFED L.104 Municipal securities (∆Ln) 

FL213065005.Q BGFED L.104 Mortgages (∆Ln) 

FL213078005.Q BGFED L.104 Taxes receivable (∆Ln) 
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Group 36   

FL214104005.Q BGFED L.104 Credit market instruments (∆Ln) 

  Total liabilities 

FL213162400.Q BGFED L.104 Short-term (2) (∆Ln) 

FL213169203.Q BGFED L.104 US government loans (∆Ln) 

FL213170003.Q BGFED L.104 Trade payables (PC1) 

Frderal Government   

  Total financial assets 

Group 37   

FL313011005.Q BGFED L.105 US official reserve assets (∆Ln) 

FL313020005.Q BGFED L.105 Checkable deposits and currency (∆Ln) 

FL313030005.Q BGFED L.105 Time and savings deposits (∆Ln) 

FL314004005.Q BGFED L.105 Credit market instruments (∆Ln) 

FL313069005.Q BGFED L.105 Other loans and advances ( ∆ Ln) 

Group 38   

FL313065005.Q BGFED L.105 Mortgages (∆Ln) 

FL313070000.Q BGFED L.105 Trade receivables (∆Ln) 

FL313090005.Q BGFED L.105 Miscellaneous assets (∆Ln) 

  Total liabilities 

FL313112003.Q BGFED L.105 Treasury currency (∆Ln) 

FL313161113.Q BGFED L.105 Treasury bills (∆Ln) 

Export & Import Group   

Group 39   

BOPG FRED Unilateral Transfers, Net (PC1) 

BOPBGS FRED Balance on Goods and Services (PC1) 

US International Transactions  

  Exports of goods and services and income receipts 

EXPORT5 BEA T.1 Transfers under US military agency sales contracts (PC1) 

Group 40   

EXPORT5 BEA T.1 Transfers under US military agency sales contracts (PC1) 

EXPORT6 BEA T.1 Travel (PC1) 

EXPORT7 BEA T.1 Passenger fares (PC1) 

EXPORT8 BEA T.1 Other transportation (PC1) 

EXPORT9 BEA T.1 Royalties and license fees (PC1) 

Group 41   

EXPORT10 BEA T.1 US government miscellaneous services (PC1) 

EXPORT11 BEA T.1 Other private services (PC1) 

EXPORT13 BEA T.1 Income receipts on US-owned assets abroad (PC1) 
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EXPORT14 BEA T.1 Direct investment receipts (PC1) 

EXPORT16 BEA T.1 US government receipts (PC1) 

  Imports of goods and services and income receipts 

Group 42   

IMPORT20 BEA T.1 Services (PC1) 

IMPORT21 BEA T.1 Goods, balance of payments basis (PC1) 

IMPORT22 BEA T.1 Direct defense expenditures (PC1) 

IMPORT23 BEA T.1 Travel (PC1) 

IMPORT24 BEA T.1 Passenger fares (PC1) 

Group 43   

IMPORT27 BEA T.1 Royalties and license fees (PC1) 

IMPORT28 BEA T.1 Other private services (PC1) 

IMPORT30 BEA T.1 US government miscellaneous services (PC1) 
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